Make a difference in your frontline operations.

Parsable's Connected Worker® streamlines your entire frontline operations, allowing you to maximize productivity, safety, and quality more than ever before.
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Turn your frontline workers into engaged problem-solvers and accelerate your productivity. Connected Worker gives your plant managers the insights needed to drive productivity and growth.

Drive Operational Excellence with End-to-End Support

Traditional systems lack visibility, come with isolating processes, and create barriers for true optimization.

Connected Worker provides a fully-secure, end-to-end process, streamlining your operations and allowing your team to map and adapt complete workflows both on and offline.

Increase Data Speed and Quality

Traditional systems do not have visibility, nor with assisting processes, and create barriers for true optimization.

Connected Worker gives you a new level of visibility, allowing you to capture and generate the most insights you need in real-time.

Become an Expert with Continued Partnership

Traditional systems often come with complicated configurations and no knowledgebase, making them slow to implement and difficult to maintain.

Leverage data, education, and additional professional services from Parsable Academy to maximize collaboration and drive process improvements from implementation and beyond.

Enable a Truly Connected Workforce

Traditional systems don't build on your existing efforts, and can inhibit your digital transformation journey.

Connected Worker is the only solution that connects to and then enhances your legacy systems and ecosystem of tools.

Everything You Need to Optimize Frontline Operations

Schedule a Demo Today
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